
Television Academy

2014 Primetime Emmy Awards Ballot

Outstanding Sound Editing For A Series

      

For a single episode of a regular series. Emmys to sound supervisor (maximum of 1), sound editor(s) 

(maximum of 6), music editor (maximum of 1), foley artists (maximum of 2). NOTE: VOTE FOR NO MORE 

THAN FIVE achievements in this category that you have seen and feel are worthy of nomination. (More than 

five votes in this category will void all votes in this category.)

001 Almost Human

Unbound

February 3, 2014

The mystery item stored in police evidence is revealed;  A hunt for the rogue XRN bot  ensues. John and 

Dorian are put through hell to reel in the rampaging renegade.  Dorian's forced to question the stability of his 

own personality and  reliability, as he literally gets to meet his maker.

002 Alpha House

All Weapons Red

November 15, 2013

As the re-election battles heat up the four senators travel to Afghanistan as part of a Congressional 

Delegation.

003 The Americans

Comrades

February 26, 2014

Elizabeth comes back from her injury and a routine mission goes awry, leaving her and Philip in fear for 

themselves, their whole network, and family. Paige's suspicions have only grown in her mother's absence. 

Stan continues to fall for the Russian agent who has started to play him.

004 Arrow

The Promise

March 5, 2014

Oliver, Slade and Sara prepare to take over the freighter from Ivo, Slade's growing rage from the Mirakuru 

makes him unpredictable and thinks Oliver is to blame. Oliver agrees to kill Ivo and the battle begins.

005 Banshee

Bullets And Tears

March 14, 2014

Lucas and Carrie reflect on their Capital Diamond heist 15 years ago as they gear up to battle Rabbit. After 

his army is decimated in a blazing gunfight, Rabbit’s end comes quietly and by his own hand. Rebecca kills 

Alex Longshadow while Emmett and his wife are murdered by Neo-Nazis.
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006 Bates Motel

The Box

April 28, 2014

Norma desperately tries to connect with Norman. Dylan decides if risking his life is worth saving a loved one. 

 Romero enlists the help of a former colleague to determine if Norman is guilty of a crime.

007 Being Mary Jane

Storm Advisory

January 7, 2014

Andre comes face to face with David at Mary Jane's house in an encounter that leaves Mary Jane 

convinced both men are none the wiser.

008 Believe

102

March 16, 2014

On the run toward Philadelphia, Tate decides to use Bo's talents to make some money at a casino. 

Meanwhile, Skouras uses his political connections to enlist the aid of the FBI, but not before hiring a backup 

tracker of his own.

009 Black Sails

I.

January 25, 2014

After a run of short hauls, the once powerful Captain Flint faces mutiny by his own crew.  John Silver joins 

Flint's pirate ship, hiding something of great value from his captain.  On the island of New Providence, 

Eleanor Guthrie keeps order in the face of a resurgent Royal Navy.

010 The Blacklist

The Pavlovich Brothers

April 21, 2014

The Pavlovich Brothers specialize in abductions of high value targets and according to Red, they are 

planning their next hit. Meanwhile,Red has a job of his own for the Pavlovich Brothers. Elsewhere, Liz 

patiently tries to uncover the truth about Tom.
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011 Boardwalk Empire

White Horse Pike

November 10, 2013

Nucky enlists Eli and Knox to monitor his shipment from Tampa. Chalky fails to assassinate Narcisse, 

ending up on the run with Daughter. Margaret makes a deal with Arnold Rothstein.  Al Capone grows 

suspicious of Johnny Torrio. Nucky is forced into a deal with Joe Masseria, Lansky and Narcisse.

012 Breaking Bad

Felina

September 29, 2013

In the series finale, Walt returns to Albuquerque to seek vengeance and make amends.

013 The Bridge

Pilot

July 10, 2013

When a body is found on the bridge connecting El Paso and Juarez, two detectives, one from the United 

States and one from Mexico, must work together to hunt down a serial killer operating on both sides of the 

border.

014 Brooklyn Nine-Nine

Tactical Village

March 4, 2014

Peralta tries to set a new record on a training course, Diaz does not get an invitation to Boyle's wedding, and 

Holt becomes addicted to a game app on his smartphone.

015 Burn Notice

New Deal

June 6, 2013

Michael must deal with a terrorist who recruits him to steal hardware from the Department of Defense. Sam 

and Jesse discover Michael's life might be in danger.

016 Chicago Fire

A Dark Day

April 29, 2014

Lt. Casey and Dawson volunteer to help at a charity run at Chicago Medical when a massive explosion 

sends Chicago into chaos. With one of their own missing in the blast, the firehouse is tested like never 

before.
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017 CSI: Crime Scene Investigation

Kitty

April 30, 2014

The murder of a well-known casino owner's wife is cyber-related, so the CSIs get a boost from the FBI's 

Cyber Crime Division.

018 Da Vinci's Demons

The Sins Of Daedalus

May 24, 2014

An unlikely union must form to save Italy from an Ottoman attack. Meanwhile, Riario is threatened and Nico 

takes Vanessa’s destiny into his own hands.

019 Doll & Em

Episode 4

March 26, 2014

Em’s forced, ironically, into role of Personal Assistant because of Dolly’s foot injury.  She reaches the 

breaking point when Doll, already receiving an inordinate amount of attention from Buddy and the crew, 

interrupts a critical scene with Chloë Sevigny as Em is being critiqued yet again by Mike, the director

020 Downton Abbey

Episode 2

January 12, 2014

The fates of several characters converge at a glittering house party.

021 Episodes

Episode 307

February 23, 2014

Beverly prepares to return to England, while Sean hangs onto hopes of keeping his Hollywood dream alive 

with their old script. Matt is crushed to learn that his former stalker is no longer obsessed with him. Carol is 

equally despondent when she realizes there’s no future for her and Castor.

022 Falling Skies

On Thin Ice

June 9, 2013  -  June 9, 2013

The 2nd Mass battle the alien MegaMechs in order to reach Charleston. Tom Mason has been elected to 

political office, but he has his hands full as the resistance continues to battle the alien invaders.
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023 Family Tree

Civil War

June 23, 2013

Tom participates in a Civil War re-enactment and learns about his great-great-grandfather’s mysterious past.

024 Game Of Thrones

The Watchers On The Wall

June 8, 2014

Jon Snow and the rest of the Nights Watch face the biggest challenge to the Wall yet.

025 Getting On

Born On The Fourth Of July (Pilot)

November 24, 2013

New Nurse DiDi discovers feces on a chair and gets scolded for flushing it. Because Dr. James wanted the 

feces for research, she has a meltdown and is permanently re-assigned. The staff tries to determine a 

wandering foreigner’s identity, and debate what to do with a deceased patient’s birthday cake.

026 Girls

Beach House

February 16, 2014

Looking to heal the wounds of their faltering friendships, Marnie invites Hannah, Jessa, and Shoshanna to 

join her at her mom’s friend’s Long Island beach house for a weekend of fun and reconciliation. Her plans 

are thwarted when Hannah invites Elijah and three of his friends to tag along.

027 Glee

New New York

April 1, 2014

Blaine, Sam and Artie move to New York after graduation and all struggle to adapt. Kurt and Blaine find 

spending all of their time together taxing. Rachel happily benefits from her major role in Funny Girl, but learns 

an important lesson in the process.

028 Grimm

The Ungrateful Dead

October 25, 2013

Juliette, Monroe, and Rosalee enlist Hank’s help in fending off a zombie hoard while figuring out what 

happened to Nick. Captain Renard tries to help rescue Nick from his evil brother.  Elsewhere, Adalind finds 

herself facing her most gruesome task yet in her effort to regain her Hexenbiest abilities.
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029 Hannibal

Naka-choko

May 2, 2014

A disturbing partnership emerges as Hannibal Lecter assists Will Graham through a dark transformation, 

while Jack and the team investigate a disturbing tableaux.

030 Helix

Level X

February 28, 2014

The Vectors - 50 or so - have disappeared and Alan learns there is another level below Level R - Level X, 

the virus vault. He and Julia set off to destroy the core virus samples

031 Hell On Wheels

Fathers And Sins

September 28, 2013

With General Grant's deadline only two days away, a gang of riders attacks Cheyenne while Cullen and 

Elam pay Durant a visit.

032 Homeland

Good Night

December 1, 2013

The CIA operatives’ truck explodes, and Brody, despite orders to abort the mission, makes it across the 

border to Iran. Quinn discovers that Carrie is pregnant and encourages her to step away from the mission. 

Carrie asks Fara to offer her uncle's flat as Brody’s safe house in Tehran.

033 House Of Cards

Chapter 14

February 14, 2014

The Underwoods tackle two threats that could bring their plans to ruin. Francis grooms his replacement as 

Whip.  Claire goes on the offensive.

034 House Of Lies

Comeuppance

March 23, 2014

Jeannie contacts an old friend, Samantha for help with a contract, causing an issue between her and Marty.  

Clyde creates friction between Monica and her client, Vincent; and Doug makes a play for Caitlin.
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035 Justified

Whistle Past The Graveyard

March 4, 2014

Raylan chases a missing Crowe, while Boyd and his new partners fight their way back across the border.

036 The Killing

Six Minutes

July 28, 2013

As Linden deals with the consequences of her past mistakes, Holder wrestles with personal demons, and 

Seward reveals the truth and faces his last day.

037 Lilyhammer

Out Of Africa

December 13, 2013

Frank gets involved in immigration by sponsoring a computer hacker's relocation to Norway and protecting 

a local African emigre who's a gifted chef.

038 Looking

Looking For The Future

February 16, 2014

After calling in sick, Patrick and Richie visit Golden Gate Park and other San Francisco sites, learning more 

about their pasts and plans for the future.

039 Mad Men

The Monolith

May 24, 2014

The agency gets a computer.   Don is forced to work on Peggy’s new account, then goes on a bender.   

Freddie Rumsen cleans him up.   Roger tries to rescue his daughter from a hippie commune where she has 

run away, abandoning her child.

040 Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Turn, Turn, Turn

April 8, 2014

In the immediate wake of the destruction of S.H.I.E.L.D. that occurred in Captain America: The Winter Soldier, 

Coulson and his team have no idea who to trust. Anyone, even their closest friends could be loyal to 

HYDRA.
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041 Masters Of Sex

Catherine

October 27, 2013

When Masters and Johnson expand the study to include couples, they discover that the science of sex is 

complicated by the mystery of attraction. Master’s anxiety about impending fatherhood manifests as 

sleepwalking. Ethan learns that dating Scully’s daughter could impact his career. Libby has a miscarriage 

and Masters falls apart.

042 Modern Family

The Wedding (Part 1)

May 14, 2014

Mitchell and Cameron's wedding day has arrived, but Pepper Saltzman has to solve a slew of problems. 

Jay and Gloria let Cameron's family stay at their place, and Claire takes being Best Woman to heart.

043 Nashville

Your Wild Life's Gonna Get You Down

March 26, 2014

Rayna's girls meet Luke's son Colt; Juliette becomes more and more jealous; Gunnar refuses to support Will 

and Layla's plan; Maddie is forbidden to go to Deacon's concert.

044 NCIS: Los Angeles

Spoils Of War

April 1, 2014

After learning that the Taliban may be responsible for Special Agent Kensi Blye's disappearance, Hetty 

sends the team to Afghanistan to rescue her.

045 The Newsroom

Unintended Consequences

August 4, 2013

Maggie tries to convince Rebecca she’s fine following her shattering trip to Africa with Gary. An Occupy Wall 

Street protester with a potential Genoa lead refuses to cooperate with Neal after a brutal on-air interview with 

Will. Jim blackmails Taylor into giving Hallie a one-on-one with Romney.
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046 Nurse Jackie

The Lady With The Lamp

June 1, 2014

Jackie detoxes at home with the help of Frank, Eddie, and Antoinette. Grace comes home needing comfort 

after a really bad day at school, giving Jackie a second chance to improve their relationship. Jackie realizes 

Frank isn’t strong enough to be in a relationship with a life-long addict.

047 Once Upon A Time In Wonderland

Down The Rabbit Hole

October 10, 2013

Alice returns home but her stories about Wonderland get her admitted into an asylum. The Knave arrives to 

take her back through a portal and Alice sets out to find Cyrus, but the evil Jafar and Red Queen have other 

plans.

048 Once Upon A Time

The Heart Of The Truest Believer

September 29, 2013

As our heroes enter Neverland to search for Henry, they're greeted by mermaids who threaten to end their 

search. Henry finds himself on the run from the Lost Boys. Neal, recovering from his wounds, travels through 

the Enchanted Forest in an attempt to learn the fates of Emma and Henry.

049 Orange Is The New Black

Can't Fix Crazy

July 11, 2013

Piper reaches her breaking point. Larry takes matters into his own hands. The inmates showcase their 

hidden talents in the prison holiday pageant.

050 Person Of Interest

The Devi'ls Share

November 26, 2013

As the POI team seeks justice for Carter’s murder, Finch realizes one of his team members may go one step 

too far in order to end the war with HR. Also, the Machine gives out the number for NYPD Officer Patrick 

Simmons, one of the crime organization’s key players.
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051 Ray Donovan

Fite Nite

September 8, 2013

Ray and the family go to Fite Nite at the Donovan Fite Club. Meanwhile, Ray’s plan with Sully is put into 

action when Sully and Tiny kidnap Mickey and his friend Linda. Bunchy encounters the priest who molested 

him, sending him into a tailspin. Mickey helps Sully kill Sean Walker.

052 Revolution

Dreamcatcher

March 5, 2014

Aaron awakens on March 5, 2014 at home with his wife Priscilla. There is no blackout and everything is 

functioning normally. Aaron has several attacks of deja vue and he soon realizes that it's all a nano-induced 

dream state to get him to repair the deteriorating software code.

053 Scandal

The Price Of Free And Fair Elections

April 17, 2014

Election Day has arrived and nothing is off limits as the candidates try to capture votes.

054 Silicon Valley

Articles Of Incorporation

April 20, 2014

As Gavin introduces "Nucleus," his competing compression platform, Richard learns the name “Pied Piper” 

is already registered to a sprinkler company. Erlich undertakes a drug-fueled "vision-quest" to find a new 

company name; Gilfoyle's immigration status irks Dinesh; Peter Gregory proves elusive to one of his 

troubled portfolio companies.

055 Sleepy Hollow

Necromancer

November 18, 2013

Abbie and Crane discover that the Headless Horseman is actually Crane's betrayed best friend, who's still 

in love with Crane's wife, Katrina.

056 Sons Of Anarchy

Salvage

October 15, 2013

Jax and the MC must confront their past and choose their future.
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057 Strike Back

Episode 29

October 11, 2013

AL-ZUAHRI’s MO is to come after the families who’ve betrayed him, now KAMALI’s dead, S20 are scared for 

ESTER. After rendering her to safety, they  follow a lead to REZA HASSAN, AL-ZUAHRI’s right hand man, 

but learn the virus is already en-route to a crowded city via a busy train.

058 Supernatural

Devil May Care

October 15, 2013

Sam and Dean reveal to Kevin that they have Crowley hostage, while Abaddon returns to hunt them all down 

and battle to the end.

059 Teen Wolf

The Divine Move

March 24, 2014

Scott and Derek join forces with The Twins to bring down the Nogitsune but a familiar face returns to Beacon 

Hills.

060 The 100

We Are Grounders (Part 2)

May 31, 2014

The juveniles prepare to battle the mutant Grounders on post-Apocalyptic Earth.  Little do they know that the 

equally mad Reapers are also on the march.  Meanwhile, in an effort to save their society, the members of 

the Ark attempt a near-suicidal entry into Earth's atmosphere.

061 The Tomorrow People

Son Of Man

May 5, 2014

Stephen understands that he must be the one to stop The Machine and the extermination of humanity, but he 

fears he may be too late. Meanwhile, Jedikiah offers John an interesting opportunity that could have them 

working together again.
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062 True Blood

You're No Good

June 30, 2013

After Eric threatens to kill Willa, she shares information about the vampire prison/research camp. Niall learns 

that a powerful vampire has killed all the faeries at the faerie club.  Bill and Jessica kidnap a professor who 

helped create True Blood and Bill demands Sookie’s blood to help save the vampires.

063 True Detective

Who Goes There

February 9, 2014

Hart and Cohle hunt for their suspect, Reggie Ledoux, a notorious meth-cooker. As Hart's personal life 

collapses around him, Cohle infiltrates a biker gang he worked with back in his narco days. Cohle's 

undercover work leads both men to a drug-heist and shoot-out in the projects.

064 Turn

Battle of Setauket

May 31, 2014

Mary grapples with the realization that Abe is a rebel spy. Ben and Caleb lead a raid on Setauket to save the 

Patriot families.

065 Under The Dome

Pilot

June 24, 2013

A giant mysterious invisible Dome drops over small town in the United States cutting it off from Civilization.  

The Dome creates problems as the townspeople turn on themselves. Is it a government experiment or was it 

put in place by aliens.  The results turn catastrophic.

066 Veep

Detroit

May 11, 2014

Selina and her team head to Detroit for an employment conference, and are greeted by the former Prime 

Minister to Finland, who is the future head of the IMF. Also, Selina has decided to bring her new trainer along 

for the trip, which is causing some discomfort for the team.
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067 Vikings

The Choice

April 24, 2014

Ragnar’s Viking warriors march on to King Ecbert’s villa and are met with a surprisingly vicious welcome 

party along the way. After a bloody battle both sides must come to new terms.

068 The Walking Dead

Too Far Gone

December 1, 2013

Just when everything started to calm down at the prison, Rick and his group now face imminent danger and 

destruction. This time, they might not win

069 White Collar

Out Of The Frying Pan

October 24, 2013

Peter assigns Neal a new handler to investigate an online black market, but Neal's loyalties will be tested 

when he discovers the trail might lead to Mozzie.

070 Witches Of East End

A Parching Imbued

December 1, 2013

The shifter is revealed and is closer than ever to completing their evil plan. An important figure from the 

Beachamp’s past returns to East End.  Mike reveals some sensitive information to Ingrid about her 

importance to the magical world that changes everything.

End of Category
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071 American Horror Story: Coven

Fearful Pranks Ensue

October 30, 2013

Fiona's choices rattle a decades-long truce between the Salem witches and Marie Laveau. The Council of 

Witchcraft pays a surprise visit to the Academy with disturbing allegations.

072 Another Day, Another Time: Celebrating The Music Of "Inside Llewyn Davis"

December 13, 2013

Another Day, Another Time: Celebrating the Music of “Inside Llewyn Davis,” is a variety special inspired by 

the Coen Brothers film Inside Llewyn Davis. Shot live during a concert at New York’s Town Hall, the film is a 

tribute to folk’s rich history and a showcase of its newest artists.

073 Billy Crystal:  700 Sundays

April 19, 2014

Billy Crystal’s one-man show is an autobiographical journey in which he plays numerous characters who 

have influenced him throughout his life—from his childhood, growing up in the jazz world of Manhattan, to his 

teenage years and, finally, adulthood. This special is adapted from his Tony Award-winning stage 

production.

074 Bonnie & Clyde

Night Two

December 9, 2013

Based on the true story of Clyde Barrow, a charismatic convicted armed robber who sweeps Bonnie Parker, 

an impressionable, petite, small-town waitress, off her feet, and the two embark on one of the most infamous 

bank-robbing sprees in history.

075 Christmas In Conway (Hallmark Hall Of Fame)

December 1, 2013

A story of a man so in love with his wife that he will do anything to make her happy -- even building a 

Ferris-wheel in their back yard.  But the next-door neighbor isn’t thrilled.  She’s determined to win Conway’s 

best-decorated-yard contest, and she has the law on her side!

076 Clear History

August 10, 2013

Nathan Flomm, after a petty argument with his boss gives up his stake in a start-up company, which goes on 

to make billions, publicly humiliating him and destroying his life. A decade later, living under a new name, all 

is well, until something from his past threatens his new life.
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077 Dancing On The Edge

Episode 1.1

February 4, 2014

Music Express magazine editor Stanley Mitchell befriends The Louis Lester Band and introduces them into 

aristocratic society. The start of their success is threatened, however, when the American band members 

don’t sign in with the London Alien Registration Office.

078 Fargo

The Crocodile's Dilemma

April 15, 2014

A rootless, manipulative man meets a small town insurance salesman and sets him on a path of destruction.

079 In My Dreams (Hallmark Hall Of Fame)

April 20, 2014

Unknown to each other, Natalie and Nick throw their coins in a fountain wishing to find true love.  They dream 

about each other, but here’s the catch:  they may be perfect for each other, but according to fountain 

mythology, they only have one-week to turn those sweet dreams into reality.

080 John Leguizamo's Ghetto Klown

March 22, 2014

John Leguizamo’s Ghetto Klown leads audiences on a hilarious, often touching, roller-coaster ride through 

the highs and lows of Leguizamo’s life and career, including vivid accounts of the colorful characters who 

have populated his life. Leguizamo adapted his Award-winning one-man stage show for this exclusive 

special.

081 Killing Kennedy

November 10, 2013

Killing Kennedy chronicles the buildup to one of America’s most shocking events: the assassination of 

President John F. Kennedy by Lee Harvey Oswald.

082 Klondike

Part 1

January 20, 2014

Based on actual events, KLONDIKE tells the story of the last great Gold Rush in history. In 1897 two friends 

make the perilous journey through the North American wilderness to the Klondike boom town Dawson City, 

"The Paris of the North” where murder, revenge, riches and redemption await.
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083 Lizzie Borden Took An Ax

January 25, 2014

It’s 1892 when Lizzie Borden returns home and encounters the bloody scene of her parents violently 

murdered.  The evidence keeps pointing back to Lizzie, the seemingly wholesome Sunday school teacher.  

Lizzie is tried for the murders, in the courtroom and in the press, sparking a widespread debate about her 

culpability.

084 Mike Tyson:  Undisputed Truth

November 16, 2013

Raw, honest, powerful and full of humor, Tyson candidly recounts his life’s highs and lows—his troubled 

youth, boxing career, personal and professional controversies, time in prison, loss of family and his 

rehabilitation and redemption, forged by sobriety and a renewed commitment to family life.

085 Mob City

Oxpecker & Stay Down

December 21, 2013

1947, Los Angeles. Cop Joe Teague walks the line between the LAPD, led by William Parker, and the mob, 

led by Bugsy Siegel.

086 Muhammad Ali's Greatest Fight

October 5, 2013

Muhammad Ali’s biggest challenge takes place far from the boxing ring - in the U.S. Supreme Court, where 

nine justices debated the legitimacy of his 1971 conscientious objector appeal. Justice John Harlan finds 

himself at odds with the status quo

087 The Normal Heart

May 25, 2014

THE NORMAL HEART tells the story of the HIV/AIDS crisis in the early 1980's, taking an unflinching look at 

the nation's sexual politics as gay activists and allies in the medical community fight to expose the truth about 

the burgeoning epidemic.

088 Psych The Musical

December 15, 2013

Shawn and Gus dive into a world that's equal parts mystery and melody to track down an escaped 

playwright mad man, Z, who six years earlier was deemed criminally insane after locking a critic in a back 

room of the theatre that he burnt to the ground.
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Outstanding Sound Editing For A Miniseries, Movie Or A Special

      

For a single episode of a miniseries, movie or for a special. Emmys to sound supervisor (maximum of 1), 

sound editor(s) (maximum of 12), music editor (maximum of 1), foley artists (maximum of 2). NOTE: VOTE 

FOR NO MORE THAN FIVE achievements in this category that you have seen and feel are worthy of 

nomination. (More than five votes in this category will void all votes in this category.)

089 The Red Road

Snaring Of The Sun

April 3, 2014

Kopus finds himself up against the wall and in imminent danger, while Harold uncovers heartbreaking news 

about his family’s past. Meanwhile, Jack makes a startling return to New Jersey – intent on vengeance. The 

past finally catches up to Harold and Kopus in a shocking display of violence and terror.

090 Sarah Silverman:  We Are Miracles

November 23, 2013

Sharp-witted Sarah Silverman makes her HBO solo stand-up debut in this one-hour special performed in 

front of an intimate audience of 39 fans.

091 Sherlock: His Last Vow (Masterpiece)

February 2, 2014

To Sherlock Holmes, Charles Augustus Magnussen is the Napoleon of blackmail - and the one man he truly 

hates. Now Sherlock and John Watson find themselves facing off with this slippery, loathsome man—and with 

one of his victims.

092 Six By Sondheim

December 9, 2013

An intimate and candid look at the life and art of legendary composer-lyricist Stephen Sondheim as 

revealed through the creation and performance of six songs. Six by Sondheim features interviews with 

Sondheim spanning five decades, plus original staged productions with stars such as Audra McDonald, 

Darren Criss and America Ferrera.

093 Treme

...To Miss New Orleans

December 29, 2013

Series finale. Colson is offered a transfer; guardians send Lambreaux home; Batiste takes his sons to a Dr. 

John gig; Hidalgo returns to Texas; McAlary revisits his pothole, now decorated.

094 The White Queen

In Love With The King

June 16, 2013

In 1463, the lust between a Lancastrian commoner and Yorkist King turns into a secret wedding and a new 

Queen of England. But two women not so smitten with the arrangement vow to take her down.

End of Category
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